Enhancing the melting properties of small molecule-DNA hybrids through designed hydrophobic interactions: an experimental-computational study.
Detailed experimental and computational studies revealed the important role that hydrophobic interactions play in the aqueous assembly of rigid small molecule-DNA hybrid (rSMDH) building blocks into nanoscale cage and face-to-face (ff) dimeric structures. In aqueous environments, the hydrophobic surfaces of the organic cores in these nanostructures are minimized by interactions with the core in another rSMDHs, with the bases in the attached DNA strands, and/or with the base pairs in the final assembled structures. In the case that the hydrophobic surfaces of the cores could not be properly isolated in the assembly process, an ill-defined network results instead of dimers, even at low concentration of DNA. In contrast, if ff dimers can be formed with good minimization of the exposed hydrophobic surfaces of the cores, they are highly stable structures with enhanced melting temperatures and cooperative melting behavior.